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From critcally acclaimed military historian Eric Hammel comes a vivid oral history account of the Tet siege of the Khe
Sanh Combat Base. The words of American fighting men caught up in the grueling, deadly seventy-seven-day ordeal
create a harrowing tapestry of tragedy and triumph.

In the coming days, a campaign headquarters was established around Sap Lit. According to the official NVA
history, by December the North Vietnamese had in place, or within supporting distance: This range overmatch
was used by the North Vietnamese to avoid counter-battery fire. After failing to respond to a challenge, they
were fired upon and five were killed outright while the sixth, although wounded, escaped. This marked the
first time that all three battalions of the 26th Marine Regiment had operated together in combat since the
invasion of Iwo Jima during the Second World War. The Marines, however, were prepared. The North
Vietnamese infantry, though bracketed by artillery fire, still managed to penetrate the perimeter of the
defenses and were only driven back after severe close-quarters combat. Hundreds of mortar rounds and mm
rockets slammed into the base, leveling most of the above-ground structures. One of the first enemy shells set
off an explosion in the main ammunition dump. Many of the artillery and mortar rounds stored in the dump
were thrown into the air and detonated on impact within the base. Soon after, another shell hit a cache of tear
gas , which saturated the entire area. The village, 3 km south of the base, was defended by local troops, plus
15 American advisers and heavy artillery provided from the base. At dawn of 21 January, it was attacked by a
roughly strong NVA battalion. Reinforcements were dispatched aboard nine UH-1 helicopters, but were wiped
out after landing near the NVA, along with one helicopter. A small ground-rescue force from the nearby
combat base was repulsed, while the survivors from the village assault evacuated themselves to the combat
base. The NVA fought throughout the day, into the next night, and finally completed the capture of Khe Sanh
village at The battalion was assaulted on the night of 23 January by three NVA battalions supported by seven
tanks. The Battle of Ban Houei Sane , not the attack three weeks later at Lang Vei, marked the first time that
the North Vietnamese had committed an armored unit to battle. Several rounds also landed on Hill Five days
later, the final reinforcements arrived in the form of the 37th ARVN Ranger Battalion , which was deployed
more for political than tactical reasons. On the afternoon of 29 January, however, the 3rd Marine Division
notified Khe Sanh that the truce had been cancelled. The Tet Offensive was about to begin. Declassified
documents show that in response, Westmoreland considered using nuclear weapons. Toward a Bombing Halt,
Journalist Richard Ehrlich writes that according to the report, "in late January, General Westmoreland had
warned that if the situation near the DMZ and at Khe Sanh worsened drastically, nuclear or chemical weapons
might have to be used. Johnson on 19 February , was declassified in It reveals that the nuclear option was
discounted because of terrain considerations that were unique to South Vietnam, which would have reduced
the effectiveness of tactical nuclear weapons. Operation Niagara Further information on the electronic sensor
system: An airborne battlefield command and control center aboard a C aircraft, directed incoming strike
aircraft to forward air control FAC spotter planes, which, in turn directed them to targets either located by
themselves or radioed in by ground units. Naval aircrews, many of whom were redirected from Operation
Rolling Thunder strikes against North Vietnam, flew 5, sorties and dropped 7, tons of ordnance in the area.
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KHE SANH: SIEGE IN THE CLOUDS: An Oral History Eric Hammel NEw copy. Hardcover with dust jacket. Pacifica
Press, Photographs, pages. Reprint of the edition.
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comes a vivid oral history account of the Tet siege of the Khe Sanh Combat Base. The words of American fighting men
caught up in the grueling, deadly seventy-seven-day ordeal create a harrowing tapestry of tragedy and triumph.
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Reprint of a military history recounting the events of the Tet siege of the Khe Sanh American Combat Base. The
narrative weaves together oral accounts from American soldiers who were involved in the day siege. Annotation c. Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR.
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KHE SANH Siege in the Clouds, Huong Hoa, Quáº£ng Trá»‹, Vietnam. likes. "Caution: Being a Marine in Khe Sanh may
be hazardous to your health.".
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Nearly American veterans recall the grueling day siege of Khe Sanh, an ordeal that epitomizes virtually every aspect of
the Vietnam War. Surrounded by two divisions of North Vietnamese soldiers and resupplied entirely by air, hungry and
thirsty U.S. Marines engaged in some of the most savage.
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Sanh: Siege in the Clouds - An Oral History pdf by Eric Hammel, then you have come on to the correct site. We have
Khe Sanh: Siege in the Clouds - An Oral History ePub, txt, PDF, DjVu, doc formats.
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